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This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. IXL is a personal learning! Entrusted to over 390,000 schools and 300,000 parents, IXL has been proven to speed up student achievement. And with the award-winning IXL app, students can master skills anytime, anywhere! See how IXL
meets the unique needs of over 11 million learners (and counting!):SUPERIOR SKILL-BUILDINGMis IXL full curriculum with over 8,000 skills, students at all levels can learn the exact topics they need, whether they look at past concepts or explore new territory. Immediate feedback and step-by-step
explanations of response help students to cope with their mistakes and make lasting progress. Plus, the issue of difficulty adapts to the challenge of students at just the right level and help them grow. IN THE MATHEMATICS MASTERYMis IXL preK-12 curriculum, every learner can excel in mathematics!
From mixing images to the rectangular functions of the graphs, students interact with dynamic problem types that bring each concept to life. And with unlimited questions explored, students can practice as much as they need to master each skill, and never see the same problem twice. LANGUAGE
LEARNINGIxl's preK-12 curriculum helps to create strong readers and writers! From understanding to composition, IXL breaks down each concept into targeted skills that help students grow from where they are. Fun and relevant questions involve students as they learn new vocabulary, correct grammar
errors, analyze text, strengthen their writing skills, and more. SCIENCE, SOCIAL STUDIES AND SPANIARDSThe creation of knowledge in all major subjects! With a comprehensive curriculum 2. And on the foundations of Spain, students can start the way towards Spain fluently! REAL-TIME
DIAGNOSTICS Available on iPad, IXL's Real-Time Diagnostic exactly every student's current level of knowledge in mathematics and English art. As students answer questions, they discover more about themselves and reveal personalized suggestions about the best skills to learn next! IMMERSIVE
EXPERIENCEInteractive features, from towing questions to graph tools, allow students to interact with the material in new ways. Handwriting recognition allows students to easily write math answers at their fingertips. On an iPad, students can work on every problem by typing on their screens - no scrap
paper! Plus, colorful prizes highlight students' achievements and make learning fun! PROVEN RESULTS Studies have shown that IXL improves student outcomes more than any other product or method. The IXL is trusted by over 700,000 teachers from around the world! DISPUTED ANALYTICSView
reports all progress IXL.com! Address all problems with spots of specific knowledge and clear the next steps. And celebrate reaching for each new verstain official certificate! Practice 10 questions every day for free. To accelerate growth, get IXL For $19.95 a month, you can access a fully personalized
learning experience with a comprehensive curriculum, meaningful coaching, success tracking, fun prizes, and more! Membership Details: Service: Policy: December 4, 2020 version 6.2.1 Guests can now explore all the skills available in IXL! Ok, we have been using this app for 3 years now. My kid hates
it. But here's the reason: it makes him work. This application doesn't really teach. As a parent, it's a job for you. What the application does is provide a progressive workbook such as a structure to practice the skills you learn, be it by embedding reference or double-digit multiplication. If you get the answer
wrong, it gives the correct answer, and then explains the rule or principle behind the correct answer. Then, and that's why I believe he's sourced ill will - it makes the student go back and practice more questions. Adaptable learning. The more you miss, the further you go to the graduation bar. What a
paper textbook can't do. So yes, if a child can slog through a topic he does not fully understand and just move on to the next topic and forget – surely that would probably be easier. But with this app, you can't fake it. If my child starts fighting and slips back, I know I need to stop the app, pause, then give
further instructions before he handles it again. The app is a big, not workhorse app. For Mom! :-) I've been using it for about a month and I'm already getting angry. Here's why today I was 99 and I accidentally pressed the wrong button and this question was automatic submission. And that's why I went
back to 83, and I knew the answer. Today I also decided that the app was kinda glitchy because I always count on the last few seconds when I'm done and I know 100% that I finished in 4 minutes and 53 seconds, but he said to me the score it took me 5 minutes and 5 seconds. Also please at least put
some increases on this really really terrible app, because if I get the question wrong I don't even waste seconds on things that it has to say I'll just move. I would like to do for the increases to remove the timing part( the whole session of course, because it waaay too short it was only a few seconds.) And
this app is like pay or not play because it only gives you about 40 seconds to play for free and then it won't let you do it anymore or you'll have to pay 20 dollars for math and linguistic arts without social studies or science (witch is my favorite lesson) and I'm not okay with that. But if you make it a very



annoying and boring app better I'll give a better overview and rate it at 3 or 4 stars (5 if you lower the pay, please this is a way to be expensive.) Plus I bet everyone else will rate it at 4 or 5 stars instead of 1 or 2. Thank you if you do. And if Don't I hope you survive all the bad reviews? It's not good it gives
you unnessesary I think the best way to explain it's a trick of issues, (for example, I did h1 ration grade math and I did this simple stuff, and it tells us to put a colon between the relationship is not bad, that how do you ratios and I continue other issues get up to fifty and then it switches it up to slash, it does
test intelegence it puts rage in your heart, I'm not overreacting especially when you've done it for an hour and it makes you read the whole thing every time to double the triplet time to perform a skill that is bad especially time limit and rage in your heart) and it's a computer you can put it wrong or you can
put an answer that isn't exactly what he wants but would still be considered a rite of passage teacher sorted test: If you don't know, I know Ixl will give you a grade from scratch and get the right answer will cause it to get the wrong one to lower it depending on how far you are, say you're on your last
question and then you get it wrong. An ordinary person would think that Mabey is 5-10 points smaller than Mabey, no, no, you get all the way back to under 70, no kidding it happened to me. It doesn't test you it doesn't make you smarter it makes you repeatedly do something you don't know how to do
until you give up or ask a teacher. Over and over again. Students need to gather and destroy its developer, IXL Learning, to show that the app's privacy practices may include data handling as described below. For more information, see the developer privacy policy. The developer does not collect data
from this application. For example, the privacy policy may vary depending on the features you use or your age. Read more about Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy IXL I'm excited to say that we will use a site called IXL this year! IXL is a comprehensive math practice site with an unlimited
number of math practice questions with hundreds of skills-all that are in line with New Jersey state standards. One of the best things about IXL is that your child can access it from home, so you have a chance to see your child's development. To get started on your home PC, follow these simple steps: 1. -
Enter your child's user name and password, and then click Sign in 2. Navigate to your child's grade or skill level3. Find a skill to practice by doing one of the following: -Select a specific skill to practice from the skill list. You can put the mouse over any skills to see the sample question and click on the link
to start. 4. Click the Rewards tab. Each class level is embedded on the gaming board challenges your child to conquer and virtual prizes to reveal. 5.Place the mouse over any challenge to start. In addition to making mathematics practice exciting, IXL is designed to help your child learn or at their own
pace. The website is adaptable and adapts to the level of ability your child has shown. The site also saves all your child's results so that you can track your child's progress at any time by clicking the Reports tab. I hope you encourage your child to use IXL at least three times a week. . Here is a year to
collaborate on a math fun learning adventure for your child! Child!
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